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Abstract
Thanks to its superior switching performance, Gallium nitride is penetrating several power conversion markets, including mobile device chargers, power supplies, data centers, renewable energies, and automotive. In this tutorial, we'll review the key elements to understand GaN technologies and their applications. We will discuss the key parameters of power devices, including on-state resistance, breakdown voltage, parasitic capacitances, and their impact on conversion losses. We will review GaN material properties and appreciate where GaN is superior to silicon and silicon carbide. We'll dive into GaN transistors and discuss strategies to achieve normally-off operations, high current rating and high voltage rating (up to 1200V!). We will analyze switching transients and frequency response, discussing good practices to drive your GaN device fast and reliably. You will learn about industrial and automotive qualification standards, lifetime tests, transient reliability and short-circuit capability. The tutorial will end with a review of main GaN applications, including circuit topologies and design recommendations to make the most out of highly efficient, highly reliable GaN devices.
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